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**Executive Summary**

- This paper reviews the proposal to apply VAT of 20% to private school fees in order to raise significant revenue;
- We build on a paper from the Institute of Fiscal Studies (IFS) which concludes that levying an effective 15% of VAT on school fees would lead to a 3-7% reduction in private school attendance and raise a net £1.3-1.5 billion;
- As the IFS noted, the evidence they drew on was “old” and “thin”. We raise several further concerns about the relevance of historical small price increases to a much larger price increase in a changed macro environment. We question the IFS’ confidence that higher migration scenarios, including up to 25% can be excluded from consideration;
- The IFS paper mentions some unintended consequences and risks; it would be prudent to consider many more, including school closures and cost-cutting; labour supply withdrawal, and human costs;

This paper focuses on 3 key areas:

1. **The justification for the existing VAT exemption:**
   - The UK exempts VAT across the education sector, including, but not limited to universities, tutors and commercial language tuition, recognising that education is a merit good;
   - Applying VAT only to part of the private sector would distort competition, favouring suppliers of near-identical services (tutoring, pastoral care, music lessons) in different settings;
   - A static analysis, noting that school fees motivate marginal families’ labour supply, which can be withdrawn at any time, shows that independent schools are strongly favourable to the public finances and the broader economy.

2. **The effect on the public purse:**
   - We used the IFS’ data inputs and assessments as a baseline for our own analysis, and explored further quantified variables;
   - In a highly optimistic migration scenario of 5%, we indicate a net fiscal impact of £1.02 billion, a reduction of £0.38bn from the IFS’ estimate;
   - Between 10-15% migration, we indicate that the tax would generate no net revenue;
   - In a 25% migration scenario, we indicate that the tax could generate a loss to the Exchequer of £1.58 billion;
   - We outline several further downside risks that apply in each scenario.

3. **The impact on state schools:**
   - The geographical distribution of migration and school closures is impossible to predict;
   - We have significant concerns about the ability of local authorities and schools to plan, adapt for and respond to unpredictable demand swings; there is a risk of children stranded without a place;
   - We doubt that putting private school children into the state system delivers benefit to the latter;
   - There may be even greater competition for preferred state schools, driving talented children from poorer backgrounds from high-performing state schools and grammar schools.
Introduction

“The problem I propose to tackle is this: a given revenue is to be raised by proportionate taxes on some or all uses of income, the taxes on different uses being possibly at different rates; how should these rates be adjusted in order that the decrement of utility may be a minimum? I propose to neglect altogether questions of distribution and considerations arising from the differences in the marginal utility of money to different people; and I shall deal only with a purely competitive system with no foreign trade. Further I shall suppose that, in Professor Pigou’s terminology, private and social net products are always equal or have been made so by State interference not included in the taxation we are considering.”

- Introduction to Ramsey’s ‘Contribution to the Theory of Taxation’

We review the proposal to introduce VAT and business rates on part of the independent education sector. Advocates say these policies will (1) correct unfair tax breaks, (2) raise £1.3-1.5bn, according to the Institute for Fiscal Studies, and (3) pay for improvements in state schools. The taxes are being proposed as practical revenue-raisers, rather than measures to harm independent schools. We therefore do not dwell on ideological concerns, concentrating instead on the economics of taxing education and building on the IFS submission. We consider the effect on state schools.

This paper does not explore government expenditure – whether £1.3-1.5bn (for convenience, we refer to 1.4bn) should be spent on state schools, whether spending proposals are the right priorities, or whether other measures might more effectively improve state schools. We are only concerned with the fiscal and other economic effects of applying VAT to part of the independent education sector. Regardless of wanting to spend £1.4bn, or any other plan for state schools, we should raise the money in the best, and least harmful, way. Few economists recommend hypothecated taxation. Policymakers should consider not only (1) whether this is an effective tax and raises revenue, which the IFS paper partially considers, but also (2) whether it is an efficient tax, minimising harm to the public and private sectors and (3) whether it is an optimal tax, compared both to other taxes and to opportunities to find the money from savings.

The IFS paper is optimistic about one of the fiscal effects, namely the cost to the state sector when children move schools. As we explore possible migration scenarios and consequential supply and demand-side effects, which raise material fiscal risks, we do not share their optimism.

We appreciate policymakers’ calls for good schools and a vibrant economy. A tax-imposed economic contraction that singles out, and risks closure of, some of the world’s leading schools is not an obvious means to those ends. The IFS paper briefly mentions unintended consequences and downside risks - but we present several more: school closures and cost reductions, upstream and downstream effects including the income effect on families that migrate to state schools, multipliers on the demand and supply-side, and human costs.

There are no free lunches here.

**Part 1 Static Case: The argument in principle**

What is “fair” is subjective but can still be discussed in an economic framework. Schools should not be arbitrarily compared to consumption goods like washing machines and restaurants, which have no social benefit and no obligated state supplier. Schools should be compared to merit goods (those that deliver social benefit) and to goods where there is an obligated state supplier. In line with most of the world, the UK’s merit goods (healthcare and independent education, broadly defined) are exempt from VAT.

In Part 1 we review the VAT exemption against four theoretical criteria. The proposed selective removal detracts from net social benefit, harms competition, and poses risks to public finances via large tax pools in related markets. From a distribution perspective, to the extent it is desirable to “tax the rich by proxy” it would be simpler to “tax the rich”, with greater fiscal certainty and less distortion, and less risk to schools’ lower-paid employees. This is not a good tax.

**Externalities:**

A useful A-level primer tells us the mainstream view that “a private school provides an external benefit because the workforce will be more educated in the future and it saves the cost of government education in a publically-funded school.” [sic]  

Independent education is a significant investment in human capital. Human capital supports future productivity which creates returns privately (to a person and their family) and to other private individuals (customers, employers, and employees). Taxing the private sector’s willingness and ability to build human capital is not an obvious path to international competitiveness or prosperity.

Independent education helps the current public finances when the Treasury rides freely, saving the cost of state education, and the future public finances when the Treasury rides freely again on future productivity, particularly in a progressive tax system. Taxing the private sector’s willingness and ability to build human capital is not an obvious path to sound public finances.

Education provides for citizenship in terms of democratic participation (voting and debating); legitimate economic participation (avoidance and discouragement of crime); cultural participation (support for, and participation in, the various arts); and charitable participation (donations and volunteering). Taxing private investment in future citizenship is not obviously advantageous unless it is considered desirable to strengthen the state’s near-blanket monopoly on educating children.

Orthodox economists adhering to this view would strongly prescribe a subsidy, not a tax, in recognition of social benefit. School choice mechanisms with various forms of transferable funding are growing in the USA, and also observable in Sweden, Netherlands, and Chile.
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Within the education sector, the UK does not apply VAT to:\(^8\)

- Universities and colleges
- Vocational training
- Commercial language tuition
- Nursery schools (state or independent)
- Overnight childcare, including overnight provision at state boarding schools
- Other childcare, including holiday clubs and ancillary after-hours care provided by or located in state schools
- Tutors
- Music and drama teachers or sports coaches (as sole traders)
- Physical education
- Examinations
- School inspections
- Closely related goods and services such as accommodation, catering, transport, school trips and field trips

The UK’s independent schools deliver a range of particular social benefits including partnerships, bursaries, cultural events,\(^9\) maintaining and providing access to historic buildings and landscapes,\(^10\) and supporting tourism.\(^11\)

We differ with the IFS when they indicate that “school environment and extracurricular activities” could be considered as standard consumption goods if “parents place a high value” on them.

- Social value depends on educational effects and the future value of human capital; parents’ valuation is irrelevant, being by definition “internal” not “external” to their purchase decision.
- Outside independent schools, sports clubs, residential summer camps, sports coaching, children’s theatre groups and music lessons are VAT-free even if some might view them as luxuries; state school parents use them and we recommend that the VAT exemption should be applied consistently, or not at all.
- Where some schools have invested in facilities for curricular or extra-curricular activities, they have already paid VAT on the construction costs (except on residential accommodation). The further “value-added” on the usage of the facilities would be both hard to distinguish from “education” and trivial in size compared to any single school’s educational activity, let alone the whole industry – it offers no justification to tax the entirety of independent education.

We differ significantly with the IFS regarding the potential for network and information effects to be a negative externality specific to independent schools. The IFS cites two sources in discussion of the career and earnings benefits to independently-educated pupils, which they say “mostly reflect differences in information (such as knowledge of routes to high-earning careers), access to networks or differences in family circumstances (which cannot be controlled for in empirical analysis), rather than higher skills built by private schools” such that “investments in private schools may come at the cost of worse outcomes for other pupils”.

Schools and families within both sectors vary widely. Information and networking effects are of
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9 G.Swerling, ‘Cathedral schools fear going bust under Labour plans to curb tax breaks, Daily Telegraph, 11 January 2024
people, not schools and do not justify taxing the independent sector: indeed, they are a feature of certain people attending certain independent schools rather than the sector as a whole; it is not clear the information and networking effects would be very different if those people were educated elsewhere. And they can be a feature of certain people attending certain state schools, in which case they are not a justification for penalising independent schools.

Most critically, the evidence the IFS cites does not sustain their negative externality observation, instead it explicitly ascribes career success. This can be seen with statements such as “largely due to differences in educational attainment and university selection”12 and that “much of the differences can be attributed to...higher levels of education”.13 Indeed, the IFS states that while “the value of private schooling is partly mediated through choice of and access to particular industry sectors”; with no further distinction between choice and access. Neither source demonstrates, or claims to demonstrate, a causative relationship specific to independent schools, nor worse outcomes for other pupils. Further, neither source considers whether social and legislative changes and university access policies in recent decades have changed the dynamics of entry into the job market, and thus whether the observed correlations of previous generations are expected to indicate outcomes for today’s pupils.

We also do not agree with the argument that independent school pupils unfairly dominate “top jobs”, thus are a negative externality, for two reasons.14

Like the IFS coverage of evidence that we examined above, the argument treats state schools as homogeneous, without (more reasonably) comparing top state schools to top independent schools and without considering the role of family and peer group influences that may be correlated with, but sit outside, choice of school.

Today’s senior judges and FTSE leaders attended school some decades ago. The world has changed enormously, not least with much stronger performance and greater Russell Group attendance by pupils from state schools. There is a volume of legislation and social convention supporting hiring / promotion policies today, particularly in public sector employment, that in no way resembles, and is designed to quash, an “old-school-tie” approach. The claim, in the Sutton Trust Report that “old boys networks formed in top private schools play an important role in access to the elite” passes without evidence nor comment on whether the future lives of today’s children bear comparison with those a generation or two before.15

**Competition**

Applying VAT only to part of the independent sector would distort competition, favouring suppliers of near-identical services (tutoring, pastoral care, music lessons) in different settings.

The VAT proposal would further distort competition in favour of the taxpayer-funded supplier - penalising only the part of the independent sector that the state competes against – in contravention of EU state aid law, if it still applied.

There is no competition concern across industries to VATable consumption goods such as wash-
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ing machines and restaurants; if anything suppliers of consumption goods are likely to prefer a less-taxed economy with more disposable income for consumers, while strongly valuing the social benefit from education in helping to achieve a productive workforce.

Beyond the scope of this paper, the salient competition concern in education is the presence of the large state-funded supplier. Given highly variable output available “for free” it is predictable that families try hard either to obtain what is “free and excellent” or to avoid what they (rightly or wrongly) perceive as “free but unsatisfactory”. It is unclear why we should only debate the effect of niche suppliers on the dominant supplier, rather than vice-versa. It is also unclear why improvements to “free but unsatisfactory” schools are the responsibility of higher-earners paying for education from taxed income, and not also the responsibility of higher-earners who tend to obtain the best of state education.

Public finances:

A static analysis of the average per-pupil taxpayer footprint shows that the existence of the independent sector is strongly favourable to the public finances, more than justifying its tax exemptions. In the state sector, taxpayers fund state school places and fixed costs including the opportunity cost of land, and overheads. A state school place unclaimed is a saving to the taxpayer - it is not correct to talk of “unfair tax breaks” or “subsidies” without reference to taxpayer funding of the state sector.16 For both sectors, we include downstream contributions of payroll taxes and VAT on supplies. The summary chart is shown at Figure 1, with backup and sources in Appendix 2.

Figure 1 also extends the analysis to the closely related market of feepayers’ labour supply. The need to earn school fees is a strong motivator for higher earners’ labour. It is half true to say “higher earners can afford expensive school fees”; the other half is “those wanting expensive school fees need to earn them”. Whatever mixture of hard work, talent, education, luck, and delayed gratification generates a career, the hard work can be withdrawn at any time. The Exchequer receives upstream payroll taxes of £16k (income tax, employee and employer National Insurance) when a 40pc marginal taxpayer earns £16.7k average fees (we use IFS data, see Appendix 3). We follow the IFS example in considering a steady state, such that the money used to pay fees out of wealth is treated as “having been taxed as income at some point”.

Every decision to earn money and pay school fees **contributes £28,000 to public finances**. To the extent the £2.7k tax exemptions are pivotal to that decision, they **generate a return for the taxpayer of 1040%**. Even if they are not pivotal (the family would nonetheless be willing and able to pay, and would nonetheless provide their taxable labour) it is not obviously “unfair”.

Two caveats apply:

- It is not our assertion that **all independent school families only** work to pay school fees, or that if they withdrew, they would withdraw exactly the amount of labour commensurate with fees (it could be less, or more, or they could move abroad and stop paying UK tax entirely). We propose here that “tax breaks” and what is “fair” are seen in light of overall tax payments and economic value in the education sector and in the related upstream labour market.

- Figure 1 indicates only the payroll taxes generated when fees are earned. Very high earners may, after paying the tax associated with their school fees and as part of a progressive income tax regime, still be significant contributors to the Exchequer. This part of their payroll tax contribution is not related to the choice of a certain education, however is related to our discussion of what is “fair”.

Figure 1 is generous to advocates of VAT, omitting still further fiscal and economic benefits from independent school economics. We have assumed 40pc marginal income taxes, not the 45pc or effective 60pc rate. We have not considered the economic value added by these higher-earners (such as doctors) to their customers (such as patients), employers and employees, or the various taxes raised on that value. We have not considered the multiplier on the value-added, nor taxes arising from it. We have not considered that UK independent schools may attract value-creators to the UK and thus may be associated with the entirety of their economic output, not only the part that pays the school fees. Finally Figure 1 does not feature any externalities.

It would be a reckless government that takes higher earners’ labour supply, economic value-add, and tax contributions for granted.

**Distribution**

Possibly the comparison to washing machines and restaurants is intended to reflect distribution rather than competition concerns – as a proxy for “taxing the rich”. If this is the outcome in mind, it would make more sense to simply “tax the rich”. The progressive taxation and benefits system are more traditional tools than targeted consumption taxes to manage distribution. It is not clear why it is “fair” to single out an independent school family to pay VAT for redistribution over an equally (or more) affluent state school family, especially given the latter may (1) buy into an excellent “catchment area” with a taxpayer-funded school place while being able to (2) buy VAT-free tutoring, take a skiing holiday, save an ISA for University, and still contribute a house deposit for each child.

If one of the criticisms of higher earners is that they “hoard wealth” and that is undesirable for distribution reasons, that criticism is difficult to aim at independent school families. According to the IFS, 71% of independent school fees cover staff costs; according to Oxford Economics, independent schools employ c.180,000 people. Independent schools put high-earners’ money into the pockets of reasonably paid teachers and often lower-paid support staff. It is difficult to see how revenue can contract without materially affecting those employees.
Case Studies: Greece and New Zealand

We note in Appendix 1 that a 23% VAT on education in Greece (in apparent contravention of EU law) caused, according to The Economist, “general mayhem” for exactly the reasons we outline here: migration into the overburdened state sector, school closures, job losses, tax avoidance, and a “gap between theory and practice”. The implementation was scrutinised in the European Parliament, where it was noted as “likely to cause financial hardship to thousands of families”. Any review of the effect of VAT seems incomplete without mention of the Greek experience.

Also in Appendix 1 we review New Zealand, where Goods and Sales Tax (GST) is applied to independent schools – but independent schools receive a direct subsidy that substantially offsets the GST for average fees, while also benefiting from public sector support in capital investment.

Static Case: Conclusions

Rather than ironing out an anomaly, as proponents indicate, the tax creates a new one.

We have seen that VAT applied to part of the independent sector would create a series of competitive distortions while exacerbating an existing one;

- It would make the UK an international outlier and follows an example that is not obviously encouraging;
- The overall tax contribution of independent schools, plus the upstream effects, is robustly favourable to the Treasury;
- It perversely punishes, instead of rewarding, a positive externality.

It is therefore hard to sustain the claim that the tax exemption is “unfair”.

Part 2 Dynamic Case: The argument in practice

Here we evaluate fiscal consequences of the VAT proposal, using the same baseline data as the IFS and likewise assuming a 15% effective rate that allows for reclaim on schools’ purchases.

Migration scenarios: PED and YED

The IFS concludes it would be “reasonable and cautious to assume a net gain to the public finances of £1.3–1.5 billion over the medium and long terms”. We should indeed be reasonable and cautious.

The IFS considers that there will be a very inelastic demand response in independent schools – they anticipate that an effective 15% VAT will only generate migration of 3–7% of children. They acknowledge that the evidence they provide is “quite thin” and “relatively old” and that there is a “sparse amount of causal evidence”. Based solely on that acknowledgment, it seems incautious to model a relatively small migration at the 3-7% level, taking the elasticity estimates largely as-given. It would be reasonable and cautious to analyse a 10-15% migration level as a less optimistic scenario.

Economists must be careful when relying on the past to predict the future. It is necessary to establish whether the circumstances have changed. If the circumstances have changed, or if there is a risk that the circumstances have changed, then we are not able to accept the past as a guide to the future, and must explore a wide range of possible outcomes. If we are to drive using the rear-view mirror, it is essential at least to confirm our expectation of a straight road.

It is not clear that the IFS considers whether the circumstances have changed. The following several concerns with the IFS’ historical data suggest further downside risks i.e. higher migration:

First, the Dynarski study cited by the IFS refers to Catholic schools in the USA with sibling discounts in 2002. It is not clear how their behaviour would inform the response of British families to a general price increase in 2024.19

Second, as the Dynarski study explains, there is a “lack of exogenous variation in private school prices” and “a regression of quantity on price captures movement along both the supply curve and the demand curve”. In plainer language, it is not possible to observe the demand relationship between price and quantity, unless we can confidently distinguish or exclude shifts in underlying demand and supply:

- The IFS paper notes, despite a 20% rise in fees “only a small drop in the share of pupils attending private schools in England, from 7.1% in 2010 to 6.4% in 2022. This fall was mainly driven by a rising pupil population in the state-funded sector, with the number of pupils in private schools remaining around 560,000–570,000 in England over most of the 23 years” (our emphasis); thus, by calculation, a 10% rise in overall pupil demand across both sectors;
- They do not consider whether the 10% increase in overall pupil population may have contributed to an increase in demand, and to demand for “preferred” schools specifically.
- They discount the possible effects of income growth or deteriorating state school quality in sustaining independent school headcount, concluding that “the more likely story seems to be that the relationship between private school demand and fee levels is quite weak.”

• We are not able to accept this conclusion. In graphical terms, they are unable to prefer the left-hand side (inelastic demand and elastic supply) to the right-hand side (inelastic supply and elastic demand) in Figure 2 below. We know that demand increased (from D1 to D2); a barely-perceptible quantity shift could be a feature of a steep supply curve (S, on the right), leaving us no wiser regarding the slope or shape of the demand curve. A steep supply curve is consistent with weak incentives to expand supply (many schools being non-profit) and strong barriers to entry and expansion (land, construction, regulatory and planning approvals, long time-horizons associated with recruiting children mainly at points-of-entry).

Figure 2:

Third, some goods and services, for example bread and other “fast-moving consumer goods”, have characteristics that are suitable for economists wishing to use the past to predict the future. When supermarket chains roll out a price change for bread based on a trial last month, they are dealing with the same customers, with the same income and wealth. They are replicating the same price shift at scale, on the same product with the same close substitutes, and they are working in a market with many, frequent, and recent data points. Despite working in as good a laboratory condition as economics can offer, they do not always get it right. For school fees, the laboratory is far less satisfactory. Even if the evidence presented by the IFS was robust, we cannot depend on the past to predict the future because:

• We have a different cohort of people, a different generation – even a different country.
• Today’s parents face different income and wealth constraints; the IFS is wrong to assume by omission that they are immune to higher house prices, interest rates, core inflation, fiscal drag, student debt, plus the cumulative effect of previous school fee increases. This adds up to a very large erosion of real permanent income compared to previous cohorts.

Fourth, even if we knew elasticity at or near a “point” on the demand curve, economists generally admit knowing nothing about the shape of demand further from that point. If a supermarket has trialled a 5p price increase on bread, it knows something about a single price increase. It knows nothing about several cumulative 5p price increases. Just because we have not yet reached fee-payers’ last straw, does not mean we know where it is.

• Historical evidence tells us about annual price increases mostly in the 1-4% range; this is no guide to behaviour facing a sudden 15% increase;
• The VAT-driven increase is cumulative – it must be added to previous years’ increases as well as to inflationary pressures passed on this year by the schools themselves.
**Fifth,** a large effective price increase due to VAT has potential to overcome relationship stickiness and status quo bias, and cannot be compared to historical smaller increases:

- A larger one-off shock brings a greater possibility of moving alongside peers. Any perceived social stigma, or psychological sense of failure, from withdrawing from school is largely obviated if several families move at once and if the move is attributable to an external shock.
- The relationship cost to children leaving school may be reduced if children are able to move with friends.
- In the event of school closure, a large number of families face an involuntary exit from their school and are immediately relieved of relationships, stigma and status quo bias; they are “nudged” into making a fresh choice in an already less favourable environment. It is not clear that the IFS have considered the role of involuntary exits.

**Sixth,** schools are characterised by strong relationships, high switching costs and few decision points. Most families will make a school choice once or twice in their lives, while buying bread once or twice a week. The fact that past parents stuck with independent education, or with a specific school, is a limited guide to whether the next generation of parents will form such relationships in the first place.

**Seventh,** a 2017 paper explores Income Elasticity of Demand (YED), which can be of much greater value than Price Elasticity of Demand (PED) in understanding the willingness and ability to pay for independent schools.\(^{20}\) The authors note that above the 90th income percentile, YED>1 – demand is highly responsive to income. The IFS’ more recent paper makes a very brief mention of the average effect of VAT on family expenditure but does not explore the distribution of real disposable income. To understand migration risks, we must understand the distribution of real disposable income. It is irrelevant that some independent school families are extremely well off; we are only interested in those at the margin of affordability.

Affordability for higher earners is not a matter for pity, or other emotions. As we explore the effects of the tax, we are interested only in those affected by the tax. We are interested in the marginal willingness and ability of parents to pay for independent schooling if VAT is imposed, and what that means for the economy and public finances. Neither do we belittle the challenges of other families by focussing our attention narrowly on those affected by the tax. We are exploring whether harming the latter is reasonably expected to help the former.

The omission of affordability considerations in today’s macroeconomy, the extrapolation of unrepresentative data to a very large future cumulative increase, and the lack of consideration of income / wealth distribution, are very serious concerns, compounded by the scarcity and age of the empirical evidence. This is a globally unprecedented change in unprecedented conditions.

There is a strong precedent to publish, consider and be guided by worst-case scenarios. Public policy regarding both Covid lockdowns and response to climate change is heavily shaped by “plausible” i.e., low probability “worst-case scenarios”. Without further exploring those contentious issues, we note that neither “more probable” let alone “best-case” scenarios receive policymakers’ or journalists’ attention. Policymakers place more-than-proportionate weight on the avoidance of severe outcomes.

A reasonable and cautious approach should acknowledge that we are in uncharted waters. There is significant risk of migration larger than the 3-7% identified by the IFS. We do not share the IFS’
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confidence that migration scenarios of up to 25%, as indicated by Baines Cutler, can be excluded from consideration, and encourage policymakers to account for these scenarios in their planning.21

We might be justified in considering only optimistic scenarios if the consequences of being wrong were materially insignificant, however that is not the case as we shall see.

Supply side impact of migration

First, we assume, per the IFS, that schools start by offsetting 20% VAT against purchases for an effective rate of 15%, then pass the full 15% onto families. Families in turn decide whether to stick or to migrate to the state sector. For convenience the IFS baseline and data inputs are at Appendix 3.

Cost to state schools

The migration impact is not the same as the average per-pupil funding outlined in Chapter 1, where we were interested in total expenditure, including land opportunity cost and overhead, on existing state school pupils. As we look at migration costs, it is debatable how much extra land and overhead might be incurred, or if those costs would remain fully fixed despite greater pupil numbers.

We differ slightly with the IFS regarding the assumptions over the SEN budget for independent school pupils. In addition to local-authority funded SEN pupils we would add: some parents of children with lower-need and/or undiagnosed examples of SEN and/or other concerns such as anxiety will have chosen independent schools, because they considered it a more suitable environment, although they might otherwise have chosen state schools. Finding themselves forced into the state school system, they may be newly inclined to seek a diagnosis, statement and EHCP, which will then lead to an extra cost to taxpayers; alternatively, these pupils could represent a disproportionate cost and a distraction to receiving state schools that are less well-placed to treat them on standard resourcing.

Otherwise, we see no reason to differ with the IFS’ £5,900 assessment and will proceed with what is a relatively simple mapping of our migration scenarios, per the table at Appendix 4. At the 5% migration level, we see £0.17bn cost to the state sector (the IFS noted £100-300m). At Baines Cutler’s 25% level, we see £0.83bn.

We reiterate that this is for per-pupil operating cost alone; there could be additional downside risk in terms of fixed costs if the state sector needs to build new classrooms, and overheads if the local authority and Department for Education is required to deliver a change programme. We shall return to the effects on the state sector in Part 3.

Revenue contraction in independent schools

The IFS assumes independent schools’ expenditure is held constant, which is a major omission. Given they assume 3-7% pupil migration costing schools 3-7% of revenue, we expect a 3-7% reduction in expenditure. At less optimistic migration scenarios, we expect deeper cuts affecting the 180,000 people employed in the sector, with direct consequences for their tax contributions and indirect consequences for tax receipts from the downstream economy.

21 Baines Cutler Solutions, “Independent Schools Council, VAT on School Fees - Report”, October 2018
Cutting expenditure

- **directly** affects payroll (and related tax)
- **directly** affects purchasing (and related tax, noting that VAT is likely to be reclaimed);
- **indirectly** affects the tax contributed by suppliers (payroll taxes, business rates, corporation tax, dividends, and capital gains)
- **induces** tax losses in the onward economy via a multiplier.

In rural areas a large independent school may be a very prominent customer and employer, and the multiplier impact of contraction or closure may be more significant – re-employing displaced resources is relatively hard. In prosperous locally diversified economies, there may be more opportunities for displaced resources and suppliers to find new business.

The argument has been widely presented that independent schools are able to make savings.\(^{22}\) Those advancing such proposals might be asked to provide greater clarity on how this would work and to account for the implications. Noting that 71% of independent school fee income goes on staff costs (as quoted in the IFS paper, Figure 4), it is unclear where significant savings are to be found other than headcount reduction or pay cuts, if the school is to survive.

Redundancy processes impose a certain one-off cost on schools needing to reduce their expenditure. In cases where a school closes abruptly and without any reserves, it is not clear how redundancy payments would be settled. We shall return to human costs later in this chapter – for now we are looking at the fiscal impact.

In compensation the state sector, which currently has teaching vacancies, might re-employ people losing their jobs in independent schools. Others may work as (VAT-free) tutors, possibly on a “grey economy” basis thus reducing their tax contributions relative to permanently-employed PAYE status.

From an operational, human, and fiscal perspective policymakers should be cautious regarding offsetting gains from state sector re-hiring. For the most prominent critics of independent schools, the greater resources in independent schools (per pupil) are problematic in themselves. Shifting pupils from well-resourced to less-resourced settings implies creating spare resources.

- Previous work by the IFS has stated “The greatest schooling inequality by a very long distance lies in the resources gap between the private (fee-paying) and state sectors” and indeed that this is “the substantive issue for schools policy” (our emphasis).\(^{23}\)
- The IFS devotes approximately a sixth of their paper (on the fiscal assessment of VAT) to discussion of the inequality of resources between state and independent sectors, noting the staff pupil ratio is approximately double in the latter.

As we consider independent schools’ teachers made redundant, associated with pupil migration, we can only assume limited re-hiring in the state sector. The latest data on the school workforce tells us that there are 2,300 state sector teaching vacancies.\(^{24}\) Oxford Economics (fig 10) tells us that the independent sector employs 103,000 teachers and teaching support (extrapolating from ISC figures), so on the ISC’s scenario, 5% as their mid-point, we could expect 5,150 redundant teachers

---

\(^{22}\) P.Wood, “Bridget Phillipson says private schools will have to make savings like everyone else in VAT fees row”, i News, 29 September 2023.

\(^{23}\) F.Green, “Private schools and inequality”, Institute for Fiscal Studies Deaton Review of Inequalities, 16 August 2022.

to apply for the 2,300 vacancies (this is assuming all cuts fall on headcount, not on rates of pay).25

Then as we consider whether new roles are created to reflect the arrival of additional pupils, we turn to the staff-pupil ratio. Assuming equivalently attractive job, location, pay and conditions, and perfect skill matching, the state sector can hire at most one-half of redundant staff. Those assumptions are not realistic and the actual uptake, and related fiscal impact, can be expected to be considerably lower.

People and roles should not be assumed to match:
• People may not want to work elsewhere, having lost the job that suits them.
• Forcing people into less-preferred work, whatever the reason, tends not to be associated with strong productivity and performance.
• All observers agree we cannot predict where demand will be hardest-hit, and thus where school contraction/closure will be most severe. It is improbable that teacher redundancies will conveniently coincide with areas of state school demand.
• Independent schools may make redundant those teachers that they perceive to be least-efficiently employed, for example in lower-demand subjects. It is improbable that those teachers will conveniently match skill gaps in state school demand.
• Independent schools may make redundant those teachers that they perceive to be least effective. It is not clear that those teachers will conveniently be capable of delivering quality in the state school setting.

Indeed, most state schools and teaching unions emphasise the need for qualifications, which many independent schools treat as a matter of discretion. Not all redundant teachers will be eligible to work in state schools, or at least not without time and expense to re-train. And, there is a risk that lower rates of pay in state schools result in lower payroll tax revenues where teachers are re-hired. The redundancy and unemployment risks could fall upon lower-paid support staff such as maintenance workers, kitchen assistants and cleaners, and among specialist extra-curricular providers such as drama and music teachers, for which there is relatively less demand in state schools, compared to (for example) maths teachers for whom there are currently vacancies. Lower-paid staff could also be less geographically mobile, economically vulnerable, and are particularly exposed where the school is a prominent local employer.

Overall, state school hiring does not appear to be a convenient solution to the fiscal and human consequences of displacing independent school staff.

Oxford Economics report (page 22) that the total estimated direct, indirect, and induced tax contribution of all UK independent schools was £5.1bn.26 This includes the direct payroll taxes of teachers and other support staff, the VAT contributed by suppliers, the indirect payroll and other taxes paid by suppliers, and the induced downstream impact of all economic activity via the multiplier. We subtract £220m which the IFS has already allowed for schools as they reclaim VAT, giving us a baseline of £4.88bn. We assume migration drives a proportionate reduction in revenue, and the revenue drives a proportionate reduction across independent schools’ costs, giving us a tax revenue loss of £0.24bn on the IFS’ 3-7% scenario and £1.23bn on Baines Cutler’s 25% scenario.

That is before (on the upside) any re-hiring and re-appointment elsewhere, including filling vacancies which could partially replace the lost generation of payroll taxes. It is also (on the downside) before the state incurs any expense via the benefit system, the staff-pupil ratio effectively limits

26 Ibid. p22.
re-hiring, and lower rates of pay affect tax contributions from re-hires. Again, we should say there is no evidence for such an unprecedented government induced cost-cutting exercise. We are applying judgement, as does the IFS (intentionally or otherwise) when they assume schools do not cut costs at all.

Our estimates for the supply side impact of migration appear in Appendix 4.

Supply side impact if VAT absorbed

It has been suggested that schools could absorb the VAT in full, instead of passing it on to families.\(^{27}\) The theory is that, in this case, parents would not migrate to taxpayer-funded schools; there would be no taxpayer expense and the government would be able to book the entire VAT generated.

To absorb an effective 15% VAT charge, schools would have to reduce costs elsewhere. This is not the elegant solution it seems, reducing net tax revenue by £0.86bn, again in Appendix 4:

- First, VAT within the existing parental budget generates a smaller sum; nominal fees must fall by 13%, thus the VAT raised falls by 13%, a loss of £0.19bn.
- Second, schools will then have to reduce costs, which will directly hit payroll and purchases, plus their related tax contributions and consequent indirect/induced impact; a loss of £0.67bn.
- Third, noting that independent schools must compete against “free,” there is a risk that pupils migrate following a reduction in quality due to cost-cutting.
- Fourth, schools risk becoming unable to cover costs. Schools that close trigger a mass migration either to other schools or to the state sector. If instead fixed costs are ring-fenced, then the entire cost-cutting burden falls on payroll and purchasing, and the risk of significant quality erosion is increased.
- Fifth, it is likely that schools would look to find savings in bursary provision and partnership activity, covered in more detail later in this document. Schools can expect strong pressure from fee-payers considering that their school fees have moved onto a commercial taxation basis. Most bursary-holders should be expected to land in the state sector.

Financial impact on independent schools – changing business model

As we discussed in Chapter 1 the VAT exemption on education services is wide-ranging. There has been no indication that a proposed change to independent school VAT status would include a change the scope of the exemption other than to remove it from independent schools; meanwhile they have indicated a commitment to apply it to, for example, boarding school fees.

As the IFS says: “Issues around tax avoidance are also highly connected with how private schooling is defined for the purposes of VAT. A wide definition would restrict the opportunities for tax avoidance, but could also end up (unintentionally) applying VAT to other forms of education and training. For example, we have assumed that VAT would not be applied to early education and childcare, or to adult education. An age-based definition (e.g. for pupils aged 5–18) would help maintain such exemptions. But there are many potentially problematic boundary cases, including: private tutoring services; breakfast and after-school clubs taking place in schools; and apprenticeships delivered by independent training providers. Such definitional issues would need to be carefully considered as part of any legislation.”

But it is reported that its proponents intends for VAT to include everything.\(^{28}\)

---

27 B.Riley-Smith, “Private schools won’t have to pass costs of VAT rise on to parents, says Starmer”, The Telegraph, 28 September 2023.

• “Goods and services that are closely related to education are currently exempt from VAT, such as catering, transport, school trips and boarding accommodation. However, this exemption is expected to be removed if Labour comes to power”
• “Labour will ensure schools are not able to split off boarding costs from overall boarding fees, meaning these will be eligible for the same VAT charge as tuition costs.”

We agree with the IFS that this situation is problematic, and would go further. If the government tries to discriminate by taxing similar or identical services based only on where they are provided, they can expect significant legal and implementation challenges as outlined by EDSK.29

There is insufficient clarity over its proponents’ intentions to assess the ability of schools to avoid VAT by changing their business models. We can only indicate that a rapid “hasty” implementation of VAT for independent schools is prone to significant legitimate avoidance and implies downside revenue risks; a slower “deliberate” implementation that aims to close all possible loopholes implies delay, a deadweight cost to schools and HMRC, and the risk of legal challenges.

Alternatively a government could attend to the principle of fiscal neutrality, taxing similar or identical services in the same way regardless of provider. The VAT net could then be cast widely and generally, abolishing the education exemption entirely and simplifying implementation, so as to tax tutoring, state-school boarding, school trips, music lessons, sports, childcare, before/after school clubs, residential courses, college and university, vocational training etc. As we discussed in Chapter 1, current tax policy and mainstream view is that these services offer social benefit. Such a change would be of significant interest to state-school parents; we are not aware that their expectations are currently being set.

For purposes of our analysis, we assume (like the IFS) that the VAT-base captures the entirety of independent schools’ activities; we note (like the IFS) that avoidance losses and deadweight enforcement costs are a downside risk.

**Demand side impact: labour supply withdrawal and expenditure switching**

**Labour supply and housing spending**

The IFS paper states

• “we assume no changes in the level of private schooling, no changes in labour supply decisions and no changes in saving decisions”;
• “Indeed, if we assume constant consumer expenditure and an effective VAT rate of 15% on other goods and services, then while reduced demand for private schooling would reduce VAT from private schools, it would have zero effect on overall VAT revenues”;
• “changes in the demand for or supply of private schooling in response to higher post-tax fees are unlikely to have any meaningful effect on tax revenues”

As the IFS explores, families will consider their willingness and ability to pay independent school fees plus VAT. As we shall now consider, families may also review their workload (subject to demand from employers and customers) and how to spend their money. Labour supply and expenditure decisions could change following what is (for migrating families) a large positive income effect, receiving education “for free” and (for families that “stick”) a smaller negative income effect.

In the face of these income effects, it is not clear that we can assume income and expenditure re-

29 EDSK, “Investigating the potential obstacles to adding VAT to independent school fees”, March 2024.
The value pools and taxation in play are large. From the IFS baseline, UK tax-paying independent school families pay a total of £9.41bn in school fees (average of 16.67k, 615k pupils minus 25k LEA-funded, and 25k overseas). On the same basis as we saw in Part 1, assuming a 40pc marginal tax rate, earning £9.41bn generates **£9.1bn in payroll taxes**. That is the labour supply sum at-risk.

**Stick**

Those that “stick” have a negative income effect of £2.5k per child per year (15% of 16.7k). The IFS assumed that they would pay the VAT entirely by substituting consumption expenditure and thus contributing less VAT on that consumption. The IFS did not note any direct or downstream impact from suppliers of consumption goods. In fact, families have further options including:

- Respond to the negative income effect by seeking to increase their income, now or later in life. Paying VAT out of labour generates payroll taxes and creates value in the broader economy; families forgo leisure. If there is no migration and all parents pay VAT and business rates out of extra income, taxed at 40% income tax plus NI, the payroll tax upside is **£1.5bn**.
- Pay the VAT by reducing permanent savings – while the IFS assumes that all savings are spent on VATable goods eventually, some savings are permanently invested in forms of physical capital such as housing, or in permanent ownership of financial capital.
- Pay the VAT by reducing current or future non-VATable expenditure, such as savings for future tuition fees.

**Migrate**

Those that migrate to the state sector face the mirror image. As they start receiving education “free” they experience a positive income effect worth on average £16.7k per child per year. The IFS assumed they would substitute that expenditure entirely into VATable consumption goods. Families have other options, which affect the £9bn of payroll tax they currently pay (assuming 40% marginal rate), such as:

- Reduce income and choose leisure, for example to:
  - provide childcare around shorter state school hours, or following the loss of boarding.
  - provide or manage extra-curricular activities no longer taken at school.
  - provide parental tutoring or counselling to support what is seen (rightly or wrongly) as inadequate academic or social provision.
  - depending on disutility of work: enjoy more time off than was available as (for example) a dual-income, time-poor household: play chess, read books, do chores.

And...

- Spend after-tax income on tutoring or extra-curricular activities, thus not paying VAT.
- Invest money in housing, thus never paying VAT.
- Save into child ISAs for university, thus never paying VAT.
- Contributing to pensions, thus getting tax relief now and probably paying a reduced rate of tax when withdrawn.

**Analysis of demand-side impact**

There is minimal evidence for how families’ labour incentives will respond to the income effect of VAT on school fees and subsequent migration. However, the magnitude of the issue requires us
to explore it further on a “what-if” basis, and to make it prominent in our advice to policymakers. Every 1% of school fees not required indicates £90m of payroll taxes at risk. Like the IFS, we suspect that the propensity for families that “stick” to earn extra money is relatively low; however families that “migrate” are relatively more likely to withdraw labour and reduce tax contributions for the following reasons:

- Among the “stick” cohort, some are the truly rich who can relatively easily make substitutions, £2.7k per year per child being absorbed out of existing expenditure as the IFS indicates. Only those near the margin need to consider working harder.
- Withdrawing labour is relatively easy; adding additional labour is relatively difficult especially for full-time salaried employees, and depends on demand from employers and customers.
- Those who “migrate” have already shown a relatively high marginal disutility of work, such that they decided to pull their children out of school, or a relatively low valuation on consumption expenditure.
- Those that “migrate” have already shown a strong valuation on capital, and human capital specifically; it seems improbable that they will (as the IFS indicates) spend 100% of fees on consumption goods; to the extent they still earn money it seems more probable that they will spend it on tutoring, or save towards university tuition, or invest in actual capital such as housing, none of which will require them to pay VAT.
- The magnitude of the income effect for “migrate” is self-evidently disruptive and constitutes a formidable behavioural/financial “nudge” comparable to a medium-large lottery win, potentially capitalised as £340k or more (two children at £34k average fees for ten years); the magnitude for “stick” is of course 15% of that amount and less obviously transformational.
- “Migrate” disrupts school arrangements, reinforcing the financial “nudge” with an operational “nudge” to transform domestic, financial, and professional affairs.
- Some of those who “migrate” could be prompted to reconsider their desire to live and work in the UK; if they then “emigrate” the UK loses the entirety of their value-add and tax contribution.

It is possible that future cohorts may be more inclined than current parents to withhold labour. Much of the effort to secure strong earnings at age 40 takes place up-front, in your 20s and 30s. For current parents, that effort is a sunk cost. The future generation could decide not to climb the career ladder in the first place. Labour withheld by less-ambitious future cohorts, encouraged by VAT to aim for state school at the outset, will not be measurable by the ONS, but it nonetheless will represent economic value and tax revenue foregone for the future Treasury.

As we noted in Part 1, the labour supply of higher earners delivers benefits not only to themselves and the public purse, but also to customers (paying VAT), employers (paying business rates, corporation / capital gains / dividend taxes) and employees (paying income tax and NICs). We mentioned the example of doctors reducing their working hours, and the impact on patients, but we can also speak of engineers, small-business entrepreneurs, managers, lawyers, accountants, architects, scientists, and in-demand skilled manual workers. Not only is the value-add taxable, but it supports further taxable activity via the multiplier in the downstream economy.

We provide our calculations in Appendix 5. Once again, this “what-if” analysis has no empirical roots, but nor does the assumption that labour supply, income and expenditure are fixed.

Indicatively, 20% of parents who “stick” might find their VAT in full by supplying additional labour, with the remaining 80% substituting (as the IFS indicated) from VATable consumption expenditure. For those who “migrate” we indicate that 40% might switch their school fees into leisure, thus significantly reducing their payroll tax contributions (and of course not spending income on VAT-
able consumption), while 40% might spend school fees on VAT-free consumption such as tutoring or permanently save and invest in housing or ISAs, while 20% might increase VATable consumption as the IFS envisaged.

At around 3% migration, these effects roughly balance out. At 5% migration (IFS’ mid-point), we see an incremental loss to the Exchequer of £150m. In Baines’ Cutlers’ 25% scenario, we see a loss of £1.12bn.

As we noted in Part 1, it would be reckless for a government to take risks with higher-earners’ labour supply, economic value-added, and tax contributions.

**Loss of social benefits from independent education**

We explored in Part 1 the social benefits from education, and specifically independent education. As we concluded, education has social benefit regardless of who pays for it, reflecting social benefits via the tax system is not obviously “unfair”, and there are some social benefits that are specific to independent schools.

By the same reasoning any contraction of education has a social cost, primarily arising from the reduced investment in social capital. We have observed that today’s higher earners make a large per-capita value contribution in the economy, and that value accrues to taxpayers, help to develop customers, employers and employees as well as to the people themselves. If schools successfully develop a highly-productive future workforce, able to command high salaries and pay large taxes, then harming those schools is harmful for the economy and its tax base, especially where social capital has been developed at private expense.

We noted that the IFS present an overall “neutral” view of independent schools’ social benefits, when they point to evidence that independent schools generate earning advantage “mainly” through network and information effects, rather than through human capital (which could be easily-measurable educational attainment, as well as leadership, critical thinking, motivation and self-discipline). We presented significant concerns about the evidence that is cited, which does not support the strong conclusions that the IFS presents.

We reiterate the mainstream view: investment in education generates human capital; human capital generates social as well as private benefit. Reducing investment in education, causing harm to institutions that deliver great education, reduces social benefit.

Some schools significantly contribute to the UK’s cultural, architectural, natural and historic heritage; some provide tourist attractions at no charge; it is not clear if these social contributions would be discarded in the event of school closure, or if taxpayers would pick them up.

We also mentioned bursary and partnership provision as areas of social benefit. There is already evidence that these provisions are under threat. In some schools these activities are funded by endowments and donations, which may be managed by separate entities. Under strong affordability pressure to attract feepaying parents, and noting the VAT contribution for those that stay, trustees may increasingly consider that smaller bursaries for families at the margin of affordability are a worthwhile charitable cause. In other schools, bursaries and partnerships are funded by existing parents, whether via donations or out of fees. In those cases, school management may anticipate vigorous pressure, having lost tax exemptions, to stop supporting the community at all unless on a

---

strongly commercial basis. Finally, where schools are forced to close, the local community will lose the provision of bursaries, partnerships and free/discounted facility access in entirety.

The loss of opportunity for high-potential less well-off children, and the weakening or loss of ties between independent and state sectors, are to be counted as social costs of the VAT policy.

Human costs

Economists are sometimes said to be all head, no heart, “dismal scientists”. Good economics, however, values and compares all costs and benefits, not only those that are tangible, visible and financial. We include human costs.

To quote the website Education Not Taxation:31

“Finally, to return to actual people. We’re asking supporters of this policy to engage with the people they’re going to affect. We’re talking about children at the end of the day, not widgets. Forcing any child out of their school is a stressful experience for everyone involved. Education is hard enough as it is, let alone adding the challenge of being thrown into a completely unknown world. You just wouldn’t do that to your child - or anyone’s child - would you?”

In addition to the numerous and large financial risks we have identified with this policy, we highlight the impact on the happiness, self-esteem and development of children currently in independent schools who undergo a government-forced move to another school which by the opinion of their parents suits them less well. The public debate has yet to feature the effect on (according to IFS estimates) 20,000 to 45,000 children and (according to Baines Cutler) 90,000-135,000 children.

Nor is consideration yet given to the deadweight financial and human cost to families if a school change is incompatible with domestic or professional arrangements, for example prompting an unnecessary house move or extended rush-hour driving or, at worst (from a fiscal perspective), contributing to a decision to withdraw labour supply.

We should also consider the human cost to teachers and support staff following school closure and contraction, whether they find alternative careers or not. A government-induced redundancy or career change is stressful even if it ends well i.e. with a reasonable alternative employment, and potentially traumatic if it does not. As we have seen, it is not reasonable to assume matching of people, motivation, skills, qualifications and locations between independent school redundancies and state school vacancies.

Dynamic Case: Conclusions

We repeat that we are in uncharted territory and much of our analysis is indicative. The IFS has, either by omission or for want of evidence, effectively zero-rated many of our assumptions; neither they nor we can draw much from empirical evidence. We encourage greater caution of the unknown and unknowable, given policymakers will be accountable for downside fiscal risks and other economic harm.

We have used the IFS’ data inputs and assessment as a baseline for our analysis. We then explored the following:

Considerable uncertainty within the IFS’ own evidence which we proposed should lead us to evaluate further “reasonable and cautious” migration scenarios beyond their 3-7%; additional concern about the relevance of that evidence to today’s parent cohort under today’s economic conditions, and the omission of any affordability / YED considerations; we encourage policymakers to take account of 15-25% scenarios as raised by Baines Cutler. The need to evaluate less optimistic scenarios is compounded by the material outcomes in those scenarios.

**Supply side variation** from IFS analysis:
- Quantified impact on state school expense of less optimistic scenarios.
- Quantified impact on independent school expense and consequences for tax revenues of direct / indirect / induced economic contraction.
- Quantified impact on independent schools if they try to absorb the VAT in full.
- Unquantified impact on benefits bill if redundant resources are not re-hired.
- Unquantified cost to state sector of absorbing non-EHCP SEN children, or children with (for example) anxiety or suffering from bullying, requiring significant attention or resource.
- Unquantified cost to state sector if pupil migration drives up fixed costs or overheads.

**Demand side variation** from IFS analysis:
- Quantified effect of labour supply withdrawal on payroll taxes.
- Quantified switching of school fee expenditure into VAT-free categories.
- Unquantified loss of taxes on economic value-add where labour supply withdrawn.
- Unquantified multiplier risks from lost economic value-add.
- Unquantified impact on domestic and commuting “work economy”.
- Unquantified emigration risk of higher-earners.
- Unquantified impact on consumption industries where (according to the IFS) expenditure is switched in favour of paying VAT.

**Unquantified human cost:**
- Migrating children and their families.
- Displaced teachers and support staff.
- Impact on receiving state schools, and competition for “preferred” places.

As well as the unquantified loss of social benefit from independent education, and the unquantified delivery risks and deadweight losses on implementation, enforcement and avoidance. On the upside, we have not included tax receipts on the supply side where redundant resources find new employment; we indicate caution regarding the state sector’s potential to attract and hire those resources.

Our quantitative findings are summarised in the table below. The unquantified risks listed above present further downside.

- In the IFS’ 3-7% scenario, for convenience we take the 5% mid-point and indicate a net fiscal impact of £1.02bn, a reduction of £0.38bn from the IFS’ £1.4bn estimate caused mainly by including the supply-side impact on the independent sector.
- Doubting the IFS’ confidence of price inelastic demand, we indicate a breakeven point at 10-15% migration – the tax generates no net revenue.
- In Baines Cutler’s 25% migration estimate, we indicate that the tax generates a loss to the Exchequer of £1.6bn.

We conclude that material fiscal gains are significantly less probable than the IFS indicates, and could be strongly negative, further to which policymakers should take into account the various non-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario, % Migration</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline IFS mid-point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFS Baseline pre-migration</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Supply side impact of migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost of state school provision</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses on independent schools’ £5.1bn tax contribution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Demand side impact of migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Stick&quot; Payroll tax uplift minus VAT loss</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Migrate&quot; Payroll tax lost from 40% substitution of leisure</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT lost from 40% substitution to non-VAT expenditure</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Net fiscal impact of policy

|                  | 1.67 | 1.02 | 0.37 | 0.29 | 0.95 | 1.60 | 2.09 |
Part 3: Effects on State Schools

In this paper we take for granted that improving schools is desirable. We do not explore how money is spent: whether spending £1.4bn on schools is the optimal route, or whether today’s policymakers will spend £1.4bn to good effect. Neither do we consider other proposals such as extending school choice or whether there is greater value in applying practices from higher-performing state schools across the sector. Our focus is the fiscal and broader economic effect of applying a selective VAT on independent education in order to raise £1.4bn.

We need to consider how the state sector can respond to migration. Baines Cutler in their report, state that “The sheer number of pupils leaving the sector and needing to be educated by the state would also place great strains on the maintained sector, with the need to build new schools and classrooms and absorb many pupils quickly.”

The IFS points us towards their own 2022 paper, which predicts a 700,000 fall in pupil numbers between 2023 and 2030. At national level, this could theoretically indicate space to accommodate pessimistic migration levels. However, in the absence of analysis by local authorities, it is not clear how vacancies are distributed or whether they are able to accommodate independent school migration.

Aggregate numbers – the flaw of averages

Economists should ask whether local authorities’ track record of predicting demand and planning capacity is strong enough to indicate reliability.

For example, in Schools Week we read of severe capacity issues for special schools as “surging demand and scarce places push them over capacity”. It is noted that “councils are forced to place more youngsters in costly independent schools – pushing their high-needs funding black hole to £1.3 billion”. We are further told that “The government does not collect capacity data for special schools, which instead falls to local authorities. However, many councils said they were unable to provide figures.”

Discussion of capacity issues in some schools is of course politically-charged, as some will claim it is all down to underfunding, while others point to current investment in future capacity. That said, and politics aside, the starting point for many state schools today is an overcrowded classroom. Further, The Telegraph has outlined a map based on Department for Education data, indicating how much of England has state schools that are heavily overcrowded or oversubscribed.

Falling numbers of pupils predicted by the IFS could be an opportunity (in aggregate) to re-establish smaller class sizes; absorbing large numbers of independent school pupils can hardly help.

Schools short of pupils?

As the IFS notes in their Annual Report on Education Spending, “rising pupil numbers create resource challenges, mainly in terms of need for extra schools and extra staff. Falling pupil numbers cre-

33 S.Booth, “No place to go: Special schools’ capacity crisis revealed”, Schools Week, 28 April 2022.
35 A.Tyzack, “Why panicked private-school parents are fighting each other for a place at the local comp”, The Telegraph, 6 November 2023.
ate the reverse problem, in that some schools and staff may no longer be needed. Indeed, some schools might not be financially viable”. In their VAT review, they say in regard to state schools “falling pupil numbers might not release funding in the short run, however, as costs might not fall in proportion to pupil numbers and policymakers might find it difficult to cut total spending.”

These remarks could be misunderstood to imply a concern for supplier interest. As we saw in Chapter 2, the IFS has neither explored the financial viability of independent schools nor the related fiscal impact should they contract or close, nor are we aware of interest by government at any level when independent schools have historically closed due to financial stress.

Our concern is for children, families, taxpayers and society at-large, who benefit from efficiency as well as from the provision of school places. Schools in either sector with surplus capacity and stranded fixed costs should seek cost savings. If they are unviable, it may be in society’s interest that they close; closure is not “good” but nor is stranded cost to taxpayers. If institutions find it difficult to expand and contract under changing supply and demand conditions, it is not clear that industry competitors should bear the consequences. If the industry in general faces a demand contraction, it is particularly unusual for economists to recommend an increase in taxation.

Policymakers should not prefer the interests of one supplier over another.

Geographic distribution

The IFS note that: “this picture is further complicated by the fact that forecast drops in state school population will not be even across the country. And they will not necessarily be occurring in precisely the areas where parents decide not to send their children to private schools”.

Baines Cutler provides similar commentary: “it would also be virtually impossible to predict in advance in which towns or regions such demand would take place, the move would be a recipe for a great deal of community tension, for example in relation to school catchment areas, first-choice preferences and the National Schools Offer Date”.

Several grammar schools and sixth-form colleges obtain Oxbridge results that are the envy of independent school peers. Independent school families can be expected to try hard to obtain places in these schools, as noted by a headmaster:36

“Rather than benefiting state school children, Renard believes the tax could, in fact, lead to more “honey-pot” postcodes, where the rich compete to own houses in the catchment of an outstanding primary or secondary school, pricing out local families. In the state sector itself there’s a two-tier system because of how admissions work and catchment areas.”

Even-more intense competition for preferred state schools could simply be, in the IFS analysis, a feature of the steady-state future, however it bodes particularly ill for families migrating in 2024/5. Preferred state schools are already strongly subscribed; places (if they exist) will most likely be available at other schools. Meanwhile, intensifying competition in preferred state schools, while reducing the number of pupils in independent schools, simply tells us that we have fewer pupils attending a school of their parents’ choice – a challenging starting point from which to deliver an overall improvement to the country’s education.37

36 Ibid.
Intensifying competition also implies the financial and academic hurdles associated with preferred taxpayer-funded schools will become even higher unless more schools become as strongly “preferred” by families. This will be of significant concern to parents on or near the edge of desirable catchment areas, or future parents hoping to move into them at the appropriate time. Unless these preferred schools expand, which does not appear to be planned, some of these families will be displaced into less-preferred options while the top schools become more exclusive.

The IFS does not consider the impact on receiving state schools if they become over-crowded, or the impact on pupils that stand to be further displaced as a result of even-greater competition for “preferred” state school places. A headmaster is quoted saying (our emphasis):38

“Of course, that means that there will be more competition for places at our schools and I would say, be likely to push some of the children from more deprived backgrounds out of the market. Most grammar schools that you'll find around the country are full... So essentially, you've got the places you've got. So for me, I absolutely think that it would be that we would have less [sic] children from disadvantaged backgrounds in our schools, which would be a real shame, because we're trying to do exactly the opposite.”

Parents’ propensity to withdraw from independent school is not only a feature of quality and affordability of the independent school but also the (perceived) quality of the taxpayer-funded alternative, and its “fit” with the complicated domestic and professional arrangements all working-age families have spent years designing. As the IFS and Baines Cutler agree, nobody can predict these switches in advance, and therefore local authorities cannot plan for them.

It is also unclear if, or how, local authorities have planned for migration of any of the UK’s c.65,000 boarding school pupils.39 Many of these are being educated away from home, however if they leave their schools and are UK-resident they are highly likely to demand a state school place nearer to home, which their home local authority may not be planning for.

A place is a place is a place...?

Local authorities’ obligation is to deliver a place. From parents’ perspective, “a place” may be unsatisfactory or impossible. Having already lost private human capital investment in children that migrate, policymakers should account for the further social and private costs of putting more children in schools that do not suit them or their families. The best state schools are already strongly-subscribed, and the probability of obtaining a place outside age entry-points should be regarded as extremely low.

UNESCO,40 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights,41 and the 1998 Human Rights Act all provide for parents to have a right to choose education.42 It is not clear that government-induced migration followed by provision of a place at local authorities’ discretion outside of application windows meets the requirement for choice.

Where a place is offered (assuming it is available) that does not meet the needs of the migrating

---

38 A.Tyzack, “Why panicked private-school parents are fighting each other for a place at the local comp”, The Telegraph, 6 November 2023.
41 United Nations, “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”
42 Human Rights Act 1998
family, there are several potential costs to consider:

- Removing a child from a “great” school to a “good” school brings a social cost. Every child that lands in a less-suitable school exacerbates the social cost. At worst, we are putting more children into special-measures schools. Rightly, all major political parties wish to improve such schools; these intentions may or may not bear fruit, but either way the cost will affect the child and society in the short term.
- Parents of children migrating to schools that are perceived as less satisfactory (whether from an academic, extra-curricular, or social perspective) could be more likely to reduce their labour supply in order to fill the gaps by direct parental support. Alternatively if they maintain work and income they are more likely to divert expenditure into paying to fill those gaps with VAT-free tutoring and extra-curricular provision rather than, for example, washing machines and restaurants.
- Families’ professional and domestic arrangements are the product of years of planning; involuntary change has both a private and a social cost. If the school is less geographically satisfactory, given the substantial investment of time and money it takes to establish a home, the family may incur increased travel time at the expense of leisure and work, imposing rush hour congestion and pollution on others, or they may be forced to reevaluate their working arrangements entirely. The same applies if the receiving school is unable to replicate out-of-hours provision that is a typical feature of the extended independent school day.
- The receiving school and its community can expect additional pressure from unhappy arrivals. There is an inconsistency between the reporting of independent school families as benefitting from exclusive networking effects, as was hinted by the IFS, and the assumption that they and their children would be an asset at a receiving school that they are reluctant to attend; there is at least some risk that they distract and detract from the service offered to others.

According to the IFS, “one could imagine” benefits to the state system when independent school pupils enter, particularly if such pupils have high ability. We see no evidence for this. It is likewise inconsistent to argue that the famous sharp elbows of fee-paying parents will ensure that “standards would rise, sharpish”.

- “Sharp-elbowed” individualistic behaviour could translate itself to private tutoring or family coaching rather than wholehearted support for state education.
- While some state schools are excellent, there is little evidence that the contribution and engagement of affluent families are instrumental in raising the standards of other schools; it is unclear how independent school arrivals would drive generally high standards in ways that wealthy state school families do not.
- Top-performing state schools already have high ability children, such that new arrivals bring limited marginal impact - other than to displace other children. In a school challenged with behaviour issues, the new arrival may suffer significant harm (relative to their existing setting) while it is unclear how their mere presence helps anyone else.

### Effects on state schools: conclusions

As with the migration and fiscal impact we explored in Chapter 2, we are in the world of the unknown. Our assessments of migration are hugely uncertain.

In this chapter, despite reportedly favourable aggregate indicators, we have significant concerns about the ability of local authorities and schools to plan for, adapt and respond to unpredictable demand swings. All commentators agree that the geographical distribution of migration and school

---

closures is impossible to predict. Parents will have similar concerns. Even if a place is available, that is not to say it will be satisfactory in quality, or manageable in terms of proximity / travel time / domestic and personal arrangements. Children, families and future employers will bear the cost of unsatisfactory or unmanageable provision.

Money aside, parents on all sides may reasonably be concerned about the impact of new arrivals on the state school system. Nobody knows exactly which families, which schools, which local authorities risk being disrupted. Even the IFS’ optimistic estimates suggest some tens of thousands of pupils will be looking for places in the state sector, leaving their independent school and expecting a taxpayer-funded place at short notice.
Conclusion: a sub-optimal way to raise £1.4bn

Hypothecated taxes are politically convenient but seldom economically optimal.

For the purpose of this paper, we have assumed the desirability of spending £1.4bn a year on state education. We want to raise revenue in the optimal way i.e., minimising economic harm in the private sector, and optimising for social benefit.

Wishing to raise money, few economists would instinctively recommend (1) a new tax offering (2) highly uncertain net revenue potential (3) on a positive externality, that (4) distorts competition and (5) disrupts the education of (in the IFS’ optimistic scenario) some tens of thousands of children, (6) shifting their demand onto a state-obligated supplier; that (7) poses hard-to-quantify risks to the labour supply, value creation and taxes of higher earners, and that (8) requires new legislation, presenting many avoidance opportunities and enforcement challenges and (9) has only one international precedent, said to have caused “general mayhem”.

This is not a good tax.

If the Exchequer needs money, a conventional approach would be to tax a negative externality. £1.4bn equates to a 3% increase on existing alcohol expenditure, including duty and VAT, of £47bn. Alternatively, if the tax is considered to be a proxy for “taxing the rich”, it would be simpler, less harmful and more effective to “tax the rich”, operating within much smaller margins of extremely well-researched tax levers with existing collection and enforcement mechanisms. £1.4bn is 0.32% of the UK’s £440bn income tax and NIC bill and could be targeted to suit distribution objectives, including contributions from affluent families tending to find the best of state education, if that is indeed the aim.

Taxes such as these offer more certain revenue, fewer distortions and fewer avoidance opportunities. Both have the advantage of being well understood by the Treasury and use existing HMRC mechanisms, and are very broadly-based.

This tax runs the significant risk of being ineffective at raising revenue. It could raise no net revenue at a migration rate between 10-15 per cent, not much more than the IFS 3-7%. At the 25% migration rate identified by Baines Cutler, it could generate a loss of £1.6bn. Given the numerous fiscal and other economic harms we noted in Parts 1 and 2, it is remarkably inefficient. For these reasons it is not hard to identify more attractive sources of revenue, and the tax cannot be considered optimal.
Appendices

Appendix 1: International Case Studies

Greece

The experience of Greece’s 23% VAT on independent education is described by The Economist: Greece reconsiders a tax on private education:

- “The left wing government aimed a new tax at the rich. It hit the poor instead”
- “The measure, dreamed up by the governing Syriza party as an alternative to raising tax on beef, featured in their manifesto as a blow against plutocracy. It looked like a double win that would simultaneously please creditors and demonstrate the government’s commitment to helping the underprivileged. Unsurprisingly, it did neither.”

An MEP submitted a question to the European Commission regarding the policy (our emphasis, below).

“The decision of the Greek Government to impose three-tier VAT rates to a maximum of 13% [sic] for private education services is likely to cause financial hardship to thousands of families, and is already prompting a storm of protest in this sector. Under the government decision, the following levels of VAT will be charged:

- nurseries and kindergartens; zero;
- tuition centres, vocational training establishments, language schools, dance schools and conservatories: a reduced rate of 6%;
- private schools: 13% [sic]

Given that the Commission has not called on Greece to amend its legislation regarding VAT rates for private education services: is it aware of this Greek Government decision and were proper consultations held before its promulgation? Does the imposition of differential VAT rates for what are essentially similar private education services infringe EU legislation?

Can it give any information regarding VAT rates for private education services in other EU Member States?

What financial benefits does it consider are likely to accrue from VAT adjustments affecting private education, accompanied by a reduction in the number of pupils attending private schools in Greece and hence the number of posts in this sector?

The challenge by the European Commission is noted, stating that it was against EU law to apply VAT to education services provided elsewhere by the state:

---

1 The Economist, “Greece reconsiders a tax on private education”, 30 October 2015.
3 R.Asquith, “EU tells Greece to cut VAT on private schools”, Avalara, 29 August 2015.
• The European Commission has warned Greece that last month’s rise in VAT to 23% on fee-paying private schools was in breach of the EU VAT Directive.
• “Under the EU VAT Directive, education service fees for tuition also provided by state schooling should not be charged with the standard VAT rate.”

A Greek writer notes that the options available to education establishments facing 23% VAT were “to increase their retail prices by 23% (which will lead to a great loss of students, meaning reduced revenues) or to absorb part or the total of the 23% tax (which will also lead to a great loss of revenues). This is actually a dilemma of how do you prefer to die.”

In another account, the challenges of implementation, with the then governing Syriza party insistent on rolling out the tax, are described as “a mix of incompetence and political obsession”. The first consequent private school closure is described, noting that “The imposition of the VAT was the straw that broke the camel’s back”.

The outcomes noted by The Economist are:

• “Some of the country’s reasonably priced private schools were forced to close, leaving staff jobless. Elsewhere, fees rose.”
• “Those whose parents were unable to pay higher fees moved into the already overwhelmed state system. At the beginning of term in September, Greek schools were short of some 12,000 teachers, according to the ministry of education. Some predict the shortfall will soon exceed 20,000.”
• In the new climate, “lay-offs are inevitable, but so is tax avoidance.”
• “The general mayhem caused by the tax is forcing the government to reconsider.”
• “As in so many areas of Greek life, the dispute has highlighted a gap between theory and practice.”

The government is reported to be scrapping the idea of taxing private tuition and imposing higher road taxes instead.

**New Zealand**

New Zealand charges 15% GST on independent school fees but pays a subsidy of around NZ$2,000 which roughly offsets GST for lower- to mid-priced independent schools.

Consistent with our observations in Chapter 1, the article indicates an **1800% return on the $48m subsidy**, including the GST generation.

• The NZ government spends £47.8m a year subsidising independent schools (offset by GST) for the <4% of pupils attending them
• If pupils switched, or were switched, to state schools, it would cost taxpayers $174m in teaching costs alone, plus the cost to maintain and modernise buildings
• Independent schools raise $64m in tax revenue
• Analysis indicated that independent schools contributed $697m to GDP

---

6 P. Chrysopoulos, “First Private School to Close in Greece After Imposition of 23% Value Added Tax”, Greek Reporter, 1 September 2015.
7 L. Walters, “Govt can’t afford to stop funding private schools – yet”, newsroom, 13 September 2020.
Researchers also found that

- “Private schools also cater to a range of needs not currently met in the state system, and provide families with choice. And with scholarships and government funding, those who are not classified as the country’s top earners can access a different type of education for their children.
- For instance, Summit Point has developed a curriculum tailored to dyslexic learners so they can learn key numeric and literacy skills faster. And Ambury Park Centre provides horse riding therapy for children with physical, emotional, psychological and intellectual disabilities.
- There are also schools that cater to students who come from disadvantaged backgrounds, such as Dilworth. Or those recovering from traumatic experiences or addictions, such as Odyssey House School.
- The NZIER report says with very little government funding, independent schools develop different learning techniques, which the Government can then adopt and roll out when independent schools have ironed out the kinks. It could be seen as low-cost R&D”
- Independent schools also provide competition for state and state-integrated schools. This competition adds impetus for the state school network to improve
# Appendix 2: Backup to Tax Break Chart

## Static Tax Footprint Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUTS</th>
<th>PUPILS, m</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National pupil headcount (A)</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>Gov.uk Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT-eligible Independent school headcount (B)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>IFS, Table 1 and Section 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained headcount (A-B); includes LEA-funded places in independent</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE SECTOR, TAXPAYER FUNDING</th>
<th>COMMENTARY</th>
<th>PER-PUPIL, £x</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per-pupil state funding (revenue funding)</td>
<td>On a per-pupil basis the total funding allocated to schools for 5-16 year old pupils, in cash terms, in 2023-24 was £7,460</td>
<td>- 7.46</td>
<td>Gov.uk Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-pupil state funding (building plus land)</td>
<td>Page 28: Total capital-related taxpayer savings for ISC school pupils therefore amounted to £952 million per annum, or £2,069 for each ISC school pupil not taking up their state school place.</td>
<td>- 2.07</td>
<td>Oxford Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-school overhead (excluding pre-primary and post-secondary education)</td>
<td>Page 29 2021: £18.1bn consisting of £6.7bn non-school spending; £5.7bn RGD; £2.3bn strategy, policy, oversight and information; £3.4bn student support: transport, lodgings, medical</td>
<td>- 2.13</td>
<td>Oxford Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTAL TAXPAYER FUNDING | - 11.66 |
| DOWNSTREAM TAX CONTRIBUTION | BY ASSUMPTION, 50% OF INCOME | - 5.83 |
| NET STATE SCHOOL TAX FOOTPRINT | - 5.83 |

## Independent Schools, Value of Tax Exemptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALL PUPILS (£m)</th>
<th>PER PUPIL (£x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prospective VAT generation</td>
<td>- 1,438.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospective business rates</td>
<td>- 140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>- 1,578.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| GROSS INCOME FOR £16.7k FEES @ 40% TAX + 2% NIC | 28.74 |
| INCOME TAX 40% | 11.49 |
| EMPLOYEE NIC 2% | 0.57 |
| EMPLOYER NIC 13.8% | 3.97 |

| TOTAL PAYROLL TAX | 16.03 |
| INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS’ DOWNSTREAM TAX | 5,100 | 8.65 | Oxford Economics |
| NET INDEPENDENT SCHOOL TAX FOOTPRINT | 22.01 |
| RETURN ON TAX EXEMPTION | -1040% |
# Appendix 3: IFS Baseline and Data Inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Inputs</th>
<th>Source: IFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent school pupils A</td>
<td>614,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils VAT-eligible B</td>
<td>589,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average fees C</td>
<td>16.67 £k, annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fees D</td>
<td>10,241 £m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT-able fees on 590k pupils E</td>
<td>9,824 £m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT-able fees on 565k pupils</td>
<td>9,408 £m, minus 25k overseas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Baselining IFS Calculations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>£m</th>
<th>IFS (Published)</th>
<th>IFS (Corrected)</th>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAT @ 20% on total fees (20%*D)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less VAT paid on inputs</td>
<td>-340</td>
<td>-340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net yield on day school fees</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus VAT on boarding</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minus exemption for special provision</td>
<td>-220</td>
<td>-220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net yield after exemptions</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less reduced VAT (other G&amp;G)</td>
<td>-220</td>
<td>-220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for VAT</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>1438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business rate revenue</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix 4: Supply Side Impact of Migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EUR</th>
<th>Scenario, % Migration</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IFS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of State School Provision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students migrating</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>28,227</td>
<td>56,445</td>
<td>84,662</td>
<td>112,890</td>
<td>141,112</td>
<td>169,335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost to State Sector</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses from Independent Schools Taxation (Before Any Rehiring or Reemployment)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Tax Contribution</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT reclaim on purchases</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tax Contribution Baseline</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Loss of Tax Contributions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses if VAT absorbed in Pupil by Independent Schools, No Migration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced Fee to Parents EUR</td>
<td>14.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Reduction on Revenue</td>
<td>33.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream Tax Impact (EUR)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced VAT Receipts (EUR)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on Net Tax Contribution (EUR)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix 5: Demand Side Impact of Migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario, % Migration</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>IFS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stick</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fees paid</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT required @15% effective</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumed Propensity to earn VAT from labour income up</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-tax income uplift</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% income tax</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% employee NIC</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.8% employer NIC</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total payroll tax uplift</strong></td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted VAT loss (from IFS 220m)</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total tax uplift to baseline</strong></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Migrate              | Total fees released | - | 0.47 | 0.94 | 1.41 | 1.88 | 2.35 | 2.82 |
|                      | Assumed % of released fees taken as leisure | 40% |      |      |      |      |      |      |
|                      | After-tax income converted to leisure | - | 0.19 | 0.38 | 0.56 | 0.75 | 0.94 | 1.13 |
|                      | Pre-tax income converted to leisure | 0.00 | 0.32 | 0.65 | 0.97 | 1.30 | 1.62 | 1.95 |
|                      | 40% income tax | 0.00 | 0.13 | 0.26 | 0.39 | 0.52 | 0.65 | 0.78 |
|                      | 2% employee NIC | 0.00 | 0.01 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.03 | 0.04 |
|                      | 13.8% employer NIC | 0.00 | 0.04 | 0.09 | 0.13 | 0.18 | 0.22 | 0.27 |
| **Total payroll tax lost to baseline** | 0.00     | 0.18 | 0.36 | 0.54 | 0.72 | 0.91 | 1.09 |
| Assumed % of released fees converted to non-VAT expenses | 40%          |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| and nil VAT on % taken as leisure | 40%          |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| Sum of VAT lost on released fees | 80%          |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| Non-VATable expenditure | - | 0.38 | 0.75 | 1.13 | 1.51 | 1.88 | 1.13 |
| VAT lost at effective 15% rate | - | 0.06 | 0.11 | 0.17 | 0.23 | 0.28 | 0.17 |
| **Total tax lost to baseline** | - | 0.24 | 0.47 | 0.71 | 0.95 | 1.19 | 1.26 |

**Net impact (Stick + Migrate) to baseline** | 0.10 | -0.15 | -0.39 | -0.63 | -0.87 | -1.12 | -1.19 |
## Appendix 6: Summary of Fiscal Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>£bn</th>
<th>Scenario, % migration</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>IFS mid-point</td>
<td>Baines Cutler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFS Baseline pre-migration</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Supply side impact of migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>IFS mid-point</th>
<th>Baines Cutler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost of state school provision</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses on independent schools' £5.1bn tax contribution</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Demand side impact of migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>IFS mid-point</th>
<th>Baines Cutler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;stick&quot; Payroll tax uplift minus VAT loss</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;migrate&quot; Payroll tax lost from 40% substitution of leisure</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT lost from 40% substitution to non-VAT expenditure</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Net fiscal impact of policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>IFS mid-point</th>
<th>Baines Cutler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
